A useful formula is given for the coefficients of the conformal mapping from the unit disk onto the complement of the reciprocal of the Mandelbrot set. As a consequence, a number of coefficients are determined. Finally, a conjecture is made that would imply the local connectedness of the boundary of the Mandelbrot set.
INTRODUCTION
The Mandelbrot set M arises in the dynamics of complex quadratic polynomials q,,,(z) = z2 + w. It consists of those parameter values w such that the Julia set obtained from q,,, is connected. We shall be concerned with the reciprocal of the Mandelbrot set R = { l/w: w E M}. Since 0 E IV, the point at infinity of the extended complex plane C is included in R. The complement i@ = = i5\M is known [l] to be simply connected and to have mapping radius equal to one. Thus there is an analytic homeomorphism
?TZ=O of A = {z : 1 < IzI < cc } onto &. At the same time the mapping f defined by f(z)= l/$(l/z)=z+ 5 a,zm (2) In=2 + We are sad to report the untimely death of Glenn Schober in early 1991.
is an analytic homeomorphism of D = {z : (~1 < 1 } onto a = C\R. It is our purpose in this article to determine a number of the coefficients a,. For a picture of the set i? and an indication of the mapping f, we refer the reader to [S, p. 751.
In the next section we derive a useful formula for the coefficients a,. We show that they are binary rationals of a certain form and list a number of these coefficients. In Section 3 many coefficients are shown to be zero, and in Section 4 many nonzero coefficients are determined in terms of binomial coefficients. The paper concludes with a conjecture which would imply that the boundary of the Mandelbrot set is locally connected.
FORMULAS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS
Define recursively the polynomials p,,(w) = w and P,(W) = Pn-1 (w)' + w (3) for n 2 1. Then pn is a polynomial of degree 2". It is known [4] that the zeros of pn all lie in M, and so it is possible to define in i@ a single-valued branch of pn (w)"'" = w + O( 1) as w + co. In what follows we shall also have use for pr"" E [pi""]" for positive integers m. It turns out [4] that the functions (5, = pj,"" converge locally uniformly in fi to 4 = $-I, the inverse of the mapping $. Near co the functions tin are one-to-one, and their inverse functions $, E 4;' are defined in larger and larger subsets of A as n + cc and converge locally uniformly in A to II/. In fact, the following lemma shows that this convergence is remarkably strong. A useful formula for the coefficients in (2) is contained in the following. Remarks. To use formula (4) for a particular coefficient b,, one may choose any n sulliciently large that m < 2"+' -1. Of course, the circle 1 WI = r can be replaced by any simple closed rectifiable curve that surrounds the Mandelbrot set once in the positive sense. Furthermore, the right side is just the coefficient of w in the Laurent expansion of p,, ( w)~'~" about co. As a result, this formula is particularly well-suited to precise computation by any of the symbolic manipulation programs now available on computers. Table I contains the first 63 coefficients off: They are binary rationals of a certain from as the next theorem indicates. 
J=2
One has a2 = -b, = l/2, so that the theorem is true in this case. The general result follows from induction and the identity
Infinitely many coefficients are determined easily directly from formula (4) . COROLLARY 1. a,,=2-"for na0.
ProoJ If m = 2", then 2" < 2"+' -1 is valid for n > 0. In this case, formula (4) reduces to the coefficient of w for pn (w 49  17  78558483  0  48  18  117440512  39544858774458740426298040  47  19  992135190  8391437714188530312282112  46  20  0  1017232127103664499071412  45  21  -1012222110  264452523040700131966976  44  22  72471573120  -10245219585872388988188  43  23  265656602460  2701150970105766608896  42  24  0  1371371681089001167210  41  25  805564272286  0  40  26  5866925326336  351714054858386817004  39  27  -30644822602228  154233650538650533888  38  28  0  23359833709624997738  37  29  638424330487244  4035225266123964416  36  30  1398578790531072  1957647094216329446  35  31  11366891965625992  216278335230050304  34  32  72051594037927936  118802466511637251  33 For further applications it will be useful to introduce the recursion (3) into formula (4) . At the same time we shall use the (generalized) binomial coefficients defined for real a and 1x1~ 1 by (1 +x)' = CJT, Cj (a)~'. Proof: Choose N= n in (5), and use the fact that pa(w) = w. 1
ZERO COEFFICIENTS
We shall now show that many coefficients are zero. To show that the coefficient of w is zero, we divide the indices j,, . . . . j, into several cases depending on u = 2k + 1 -2Nj, -. . -2j,. 
as w -+ co. We shall show that the exponent in the right hand side of (8) satisfies j, + ... + j, + 2"~ < 0 so that these terms also contribute zero. It follows from (7) that and
If u < -1, then we have
Since 2'2 k + 1, this is at most 0. 
Ifm=(2"+l +7)2' and va2, then 382~24'+1569.23'+782~22"-2724.2'-2304C a"=256~2'(2'+1)(2'+2)(2'+3)(2'+4)(2'+'-3) 2y (
Proof: We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3. Write m = (2k + 1)2' where k = 2', 2" + 1, 2' + 2, or 2" + 3. Fix n and N as before. For the same reasons, the indices that satisfy u > 0 contribute zero to (5) . Therefore assume u < -1.
Observe that u is an odd integer. If u < -3, then (10) implies that the exponent in (8) satisfies
in all cases. That is, such indices do not contribute to (5). Thus we may assume that u = -1 and, as in (9), that the exponent in the right side of (8) satisfies
First, in order to verify (11) assume that k = 2'. In this case (15) 
The right side is at most two, and it can be two only if jl = . .. = j,-1 = 0 and jN= 2" + 2. In view of (16) these indices contribute ( -l/2) 2vC2V+2(2" + 3/2) to (5). The only other indices of interest are those for which (17) equals -1. This occurs only if j, = . . . = j,-2 = 0, j,-, = 1, and jN=2", and these indices contribute C,((2"+l+ 3)2-') c*v((2"+' + 3)2-l -2) to (5). These two terms add up to 
The right side is at most three, and it can be three only if j,= .
. . = j,-i = 0 and jN = 2" + 3. Because of (16) these indices contribute ((1/8)22"+ (l/4)2") C2V+3(2"+5/2) to (5). The right side of (18) can be two only if j, = . . . =jn,-2=0, j,-, = 1, and jN=2"+ 1, and these indices contribute -(1/2)2'C,((2"+1+5)2-2)C,V+,((2'+'+5)2~1-2) to (5) . Next, the right side of (18) can be one only ifj,= . . . =jNP2=0, jNP1=2, and jN=2"--1.
These indices contribute C,((2"+'+5)2-*) C2"L1((2"f1 +5)22 '-4) to (5) . The three terms given add up to 2"(2" + 2) 8 c +(2 "+l+5)(2"+'+qc 32 *"-I which, after division by m, simplifies to (13). Finally, in order to verify (14) let k = 2" + 3. Then (15) becomes
The right side is at most four, and it can be four only if j, = . . . = j,_ I = 0 and j, = 2' + 4. These indices contribute -((l/48) 23' + (l/8) 2*" + (5/12) 2') C2'+J2"+7/2) to (5). The right side of (19) can be three only if jr = . = j, _ 2 = 0, j,-r = 1, and j, = 2" + 2, and these indices contribute ((1/8)22"+(1/4)2')C,((2'+1+7)2~2)C2~+,((2"+1+7)2-'-2) to (5). Next,therightsideof(19)canbetwoonlyifj,=...=j,~,=O,j,_,=2, and jN=2'.
These indices contribute -(l/2) 2"C2((2"+l +7) 2-*) c,.((2'+ 1 + 7) 2-l-4) to (5) . Finally, the right side of (19) can be one only in two different ways. One way is if j, = . . . = j, _ 2 = 0, j, _, = 3, and jN=2"--2, and it contributes C,((2"+'+7)2-*) C2VP2((2'+1+7)2-'-6) to (5) . The other way is if j, = . . . =jNe3=0, jNP2=l, j,+r=O, and jN=2", and it contributes C,((2'+1+7)2-3)C2V((2y+1+7)2-'-4) to (5) . The sum of these five terms is One well-known, open problem is whether the boundary of A4 is locally connected. It will be locally connected if and only if the mapping (1) has a continuous extension to 2, or equivalently, if and only if the mapping f from (2) has a continuous extension to D. Indeed, this is the problem that has motivated our study. To show that f has a continuous extension of D, it would be sufficient to show that the series (2) converges uniformly on D. Since f is bounded, this would be the case if the coefficients a, were all nonnegative. Unfortunately, a,3 and many other coefficients are negative.
Suppose that F is analytic on the closure of R, which is the range off, and locally one-to-one on its boundary. Then continuity of Fo f on aD will imply continuity on aD off and the local connectedness of aM. Since Fof is again bounded, it is sufficient for it to have nonnegative coefficients. EXAMPLE 2. Choose F(w) = e"', and let e-'(" = C,"=, A,,?". Then mA, is the coefficient of w in the Laurent expansion of e"'"p, (w)~'~" about co. We close with the following conjecture, which if true, would imply the local connectedness of the boundary of the Mandelbrot set.
Conjecture. If 1 < m < 2" + ' -1, then the coefficient of w in the Laurent expansion of e ""p,( w)m'2" about infinity is nonnegative.
